
 

Autumn 2022 Newsletter 

Dear Parents & Children of Class 6, 
 

Welcome back after the summer break. We hope it has been fun and restorative for all. A huge thank you for the 
very kind gifts at the end term - they certainly helped to nourish and relax us! 
 

This is an important, exciting and eventful year as we support children to achieve their goals and prepare for 
secondary school. We know there can be a mix of emotions this year and are committed to working in partnership 
with you to ensure all our children are thriving, personally and academically. 
 

Expectations in Class 6: 
We will meet soon to share full details of Class 6 expectations. The children are now the oldest in the school: they 
are role models and leaders in our community and we know they will live up to this important responsibility. The 
expectation for children to step up starts straight away, children will take increasing responsibility for their learning, 
including being prepared for lessons and completing homework. We also value the opportunity to make the 
children’s last year at Cobham special, fun and memorable - we have many great opportunities for this over the first 
terms and the whole year. 
 

English 
We have a challenging and adventurous curriculum for Terms 1 and 2, covering handwriting, GPAS (Grammar, 
Punctuation and Spelling), writing, reading and oracy. Our core texts will be Holes (Louis Sachar), The 
HighwayMan (Alfred Noyes), The Lost Thing (Shaun Tan), Wonder (R. J. Palacio) and A Christmas Carol (Charles 
Dickens). We will support children prosody, fluency and comprehension with poetry (Maya Angelou, Tim Minchin) 
and speeches (Elie Wiesel, Michelle Obama) in Reader’s Theatre. 
 

Our new handwriting scheme will ensure the children are fast and accurate writers, which is very important as our 
expectations for writing at length develop over the year. There is a home support package for this and we 
encourage children to use it: 

www.letterjoin.co.uk 

username: dw3577 

password: home 

 

Children in Year 6 must read at home every day. Reading is critical for a successful transition into secondary 
school, where children will read in  every subject. We will visit the school library each week. Many of our children 
love to read alone and we encourage this, but it is also critical for them to read aloud and to discuss the book. 
 

We will continue weekly spelling tests, with learning throughout the week and a test on the Friday. We will directly 
teach the children using their phonic knowledge, memory techniques (e.g. mnemonics and visuals) and 
morphology and etymology of the words. Children must practice these techniques and continue to learn their 
spellings at home during the week. 
 

Mathematics  
We have a combination of consolidation and application of our existing mathematical knowledge and new concepts 
and skills over the next two terms. This includes place value, the four operations, fractions and measure. We will 
incorporate timed application and review sessions early on in the year, to ensure the children are as prepared as 
possible for their first experiences of timed assessments at the end of the year. We will continue to incorporate 
plenty of investigations and open-ended challenges to support reasoning, problem solving and developing critical 
mathematical skills such as working systematically and recording findings. 
 

Times tables remain vital to children’s mental maths - the quicker they recall times table knowledge, the easier a 
whole range of problems and calculations become. We are extremely excited about the introduction of Times 
Tables Rockstars on 19th September, to support multiplication this year and expect the Year 6 children to lead the 
school in its use! TTR is accessible from home and we encourage children to spend a few minutes practicing daily. 
 

Science 
In Year 6, we deepen our knowledge and get a real understanding of the world around us. We will do our best to 
answer the children’s surprising and far-ranging questions and very much encourage you to discuss the topics at 
home. We will cover animals including humans (includes the circulatory system, nutrition and healthy lifestyles) and 
electricity (includes practical application) in Terms 1 and 2. 
 

History 
This term, we cover a thematic unit: Crime and Punishment. Children will develop their historical skills by studying 
the subject over a 1,000-year period. We will study medieval outlaws, the Bloody Code and young offenders in 



Victorian Britain. We will consider whether the history of Crime and Punishment in the UK is one of improvement or 
decline, and follow themes throughout the millennium. 
 

Geography 
Geography in Term 2 looks at the ‘Water Cycle’ and the effects on land. The children will learn where water comes 
from and how it travels, is used and causes damage and income. This will be explored through detailed 
understanding of Rivers and Coasts across Great Britain.  
 

Art and Design Technology (DT) 
In Art (Term 1) we will be developing our photographic skills. Building on the technical understanding developed in 
Year 5, we will now look closely at composition, light, effect and digital editing. The children have shown great 
competence with digital art and we are sure they will love this topic. 
 

In DT (Term 2) we will explore textiles through the design and creation of waistcoats. We will apply the DT skills of 
design, create and evaluate to individual waistcoats. The children will also learn running stitch and the very helpful 
skill of securing buttons and other fastenings. 
 

Religious Education (RE) 
In Terms 1 and 2 we will learn how to compare different belief systems, especially focused on values and codes for 
living. We will particularly focus on comparing Christianity and Humanism, understanding that some people do not 
believe in gods or religion. The children very often have mature and thoughtful conversations during RE and this is 
an excellent unit for them to share their own beliefs and learn to understand those of others. 
 

French 
In French we will continue the Language Angels curriculum, which develops reading, writing, listening and speaking 
skills. We will learn about the different phonics of French, as well as new vocabulary and grammar. Our themes will 
be Chez Moi (My Home) and Habitats. Around Remembrance Sunday we will also translate and learn Les Bleuets, 
by Alphonse Bourguoin. 
 

Computing 
In Term 1 we will explore the code breakers of Bletchley Park, a fascinating topic that brings the power of 
computing to life for the children and links to later learning in History.  Children will learn about early networks and 
how these impact our life today, as well as some of the most influential computer programmers in British history. 
They will learn how diversity of thought and background played a critical role in developing new ideas that, 
ultimately, saved perhaps millions of lives. 
 

In Term 2 we will learn the basics of coding in Python, a much-used coding language. Children will apply the basic 
coding skills that they have developed using Scratch, SonicPi and other platforms to use written code.    
 

Physical Education (PE) 
We will continue to have PE twice a week, covering fitness with Mr Simmons on Tuesday  afternoon and Hockey 
with Premier Sports coaches on Wednesday afternoon. Please do ensure the children have their PE kits in school 
and that they are school PE kits. 
 

PSHE 
PSHE will focus on ‘Being Me in My World’ and ‘Celebrating Difference’, themes that the whole school follows at 
the same time. The children will consider their own goals and expectations of themselves, the importance of human 
rights and how to work well with others.  
 

Homework 
Children in Year 6 are encouraged to develop their learning at home as much as possible. At a minimum, this 
should include: 
 

Daily reading with an adult 
Daily spelling practice 

Daily Times Tables Rockstars practice (Logins to be shared after 19th Sept Launch) 
Weekly handwriting practice using Letterjoin 

 

The whole school retains a focus on reading. We will check reading records once a week and celebrate evidence 
for daily reading using Rainbow Reader certificates. 
 

In addition, we will share (on Seesaw) suggested activities, websites, films and books that link to our topics to 
deepen children’s learning and build their enthusiasm. We will upload Knowledge Mats for foundation subjects that 
outline the key knowledge children should have on completion of each unit. 
 

We are very much looking forward to the year ahead and look forward to working with you to get every last bit of 
Cobham magic out of it! 
 

Best wishes, 
Dr Crowther, Mr Simmons and Mrs O'Neill 


